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1 IntrodutionNeural networks have been applied extensively in omputer vision and pat-tern reognition. Support vetor mahines (SVMs) have been reently pro-posed as a new kind of feedforward networks [7℄[21℄[3℄ for pattern reognition.Intuitively, given a set of points belonging to two lasses, a SVM �nds thehyperplane that separates the largest possible fration of points of the samelass on the same side, while maximizing the distane from either lass tothe hyperplane. Aording to Vapnik [21℄, this hyperplane is alled OptimalSeparating Hyperplane (OSH) whih minimizes the risk of mislassifying notonly the examples in the training set (i.e., training errors), but also the unseen� Corresponding author, present address: Mirosoft Researh China, 3F, BeijingSigma Center, No. 49, Zhihun Road, Haidian Distrit, Beijing 100080, P. R. C.,Email address: guodong guo�yahoo.omPreprint submitted to Image and Vision Computing 19 Deember 2000



examples of the test set (i.e., generalization errors). The SVM is essentiallydeveloped to solve a two-lass pattern reognition problem.Some appliations of the SVMs to omputer vision problems have been re-ported reently. Osuna et al [13℄ train a SVM for fae detetion, where thedisrimination is between two lasses: fae and non-fae, eah with thousandsof examples. Pontil and Verri [14℄ use the SVMs to reognize 3D objets ob-tained from the Columbia Objet Image Library (COIL) [11℄.Fae reognition has emerged as an ative researh area in the �eld of omputervision and pattern reognition. It an be used in wide range of appliationssuh as identity authentiation, aess ontrol, and surveillane [15℄ [20℄ [2℄.However, it is not easy to disriminate or reognize di�erent persons (hundredsor thousands) by their faes [9℄, sine \the variations between the images of thesame fae due to illumination and viewing diretion are almost always largerthan image variations due to hange in fae identity" [12℄. Fae reognitionis a hallenging multi-lass problem in whih eah person is onsidered as alass.In geometri feature-based methods [6℄ [15℄ [1℄, faial features suh as eyes,nose, mouth, and hin are deteted. Properties and relations ( e.g. areas,distanes, angles) between the features are used as the desriptors of faesfor reognition. Although eonomial and eÆient in ahieving data redu-tion and insensitive to variations in illumination and viewpoint, suh featuresrely heavily on the extration of faial features. Unfortunately, faial featuredetetion and measurement tehniques developed to date have not been re-liable enough to ater to this need [4℄. In ontrast, template mathing andneural methods [20℄ [2℄ generally operate diretly on an image-based represen-tation (i.e. pixel intensity array). Beause the detetion and measurement offaial features are not required, this lass of methods have been more pratialand reliable as ompared to geometri feature-based methods. Among variousneural approahes, the onvolutional neural networks (CNN) [9℄ is a hybridapproah whih ombines loal image sampling, a self-organizing map neuralnetwork, and a onvolutional neural network. It has ahieved the lowest errorrate reported for the ORL database of Cambridge.Another approah is the graph mathing method. Lades et al. [8℄ present adynami link arhiteture for distortion invariant objet reognition whihemploys elasti graph mathing to �nd the loset stored graph. Objets arerepresented with sparse graphs whose verties are labeled with a multireso-lution desription in terms of a loal power spetrum, and whose edges arelabeled with geometrial distanes.A suessful example of fae reognition using template mathing is that basedon the eigenfae representation [19℄. There, a fae spae is onstruted or2



spanned by a number of eigenfaes [18℄ derived from a set of training faeimages by using Karhunen-Loeve transform or the prinipal omponent anal-ysis (PCA) [5℄. Every prototype fae image in the database is represented asa feature point, i.e., a vetor of weights, in the spae and so is the query faeimage.The nearest neighbor (NN) or its variation nearest enter (NC) is a simpleyet most popular method for lassi�ation. In the NN based lassi�ation, therepresentational apaity of a fae database and the error rate depends onhow the prototypes are hosen to aount for possible variations and also howmany prototypes are available. In pratie, however, only a small number ofthem are available for a fae lass, typially from one to about a dozen. Hene,a lassi�ation algorithm with good generalization property is most appealingfor fae reognition.In this paper, an algorithm using the SVMs for fae reognition is presented.The SVM is basially a separation or disrimination between two lasses. For alarge number of individuals in a fae database, the situation is ompliated. Abinary tree struture is proposed, whih is appropriate to extend the pairwisedisrimination of the SVMs to a multi-lass reognition senario.To evaluate the SVMs based algorithm for fae reognition, two sets of ex-periments are presented. The �rst is on the Cambridge Olivetti Researh Lab(ORL) fae database of 400 images of 40 individuals. The seond is on a largerdata set of 1079 images of 137 individuals, whih onsists of the database ofCambridge, Bern, Yale, Harvard, and our own. The SVMs based reognitionis ompared with the popular standard eigenfae approah [19℄, whih usesthe nearest enter (NC) riterion. We also inlude omparison with a newlyproposed algorithm, alled nearest feature line (NFL) [10℄, whih uses linesprojeted by two prototypes in a lass to measure the distanes of a featurepoint to these lines. Experimental results demonstrate that the disriminationfuntions learned by the SVMs an give muh higher reognition auraythan the standard eigenfae approah [19℄. The error rates of the SVMs arelose to the NFL.The paper is organized as follows. In Setion 2, the multi-lass SVMs is pre-sented. Setion 3 desribes the details of the algorithm for fae reognition.Setion 4 reports the experimental results of the SVMs based approah inomparison with other approahes. Finally, Setion 5 gives the onlusions.3



2 Multi-lass SVMsThe support vetor mahine (SVM) is basially to deal with a two-lass las-si�ation problem. We desribe the basi theory of the SVM �rstly, and thenpresent the binary tree strategy for the SVMs to solve the multi-lass reog-nition problem.2.1 Support Vetor MahinesFor a two-lass lassi�ation problem, the goal is to separate the two lassesby a funtion whih is indued from available examples. Consider the exam-ples in Fig. 1 (a), where there are many possible linear lassi�ers that anseparate the data, but there is only one (shown in Fig. 1 (b)) that maximizesthe margin (the distane between the hyperplane and the nearest data pointof eah lass). This linear lassi�er is termed the optimal separating hyper-plane (OSH). Intuitively, we would expet this boundary to generalize well asopposed to the other possible boundaries shown in Fig. 1 (a).
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hyperplane(a) (b)Fig. 1. Classi�ation between two lasses using hyperplanes: (a). arbitrary hyper-planes l, m and n; (b). the optimal separating hyperplane with the largest marginidenti�ed by the dashed lines, passing the two support vetors.Consider the problem of separating the set of training vetors belong to twoseparate lasses, (x1; y1); : : : ; (xl; yl), where xi 2 Rn, yi 2 f�1;+1g with ahyperplane wx + b = 0. The set of vetors is said to be optimally separatedby the hyperplane if it is separated without error and the margin is maxi-mal. A anonial hyperplane [21℄ has the onstraint for parameters w and b:minxi yi(w � xi + b) = 1.A separating hyperplane in anonial form must satisfy the following on-4



straints, yi [(w � xi) + b℄ � 1; i = 1; : : : ; l (1)The distane of a point x from the hyperplane is,d(w; b;x) = jw � x+ bjk w k (2)The margin is 2kwk aording to its de�nition. Hene the hyperplane that op-timally separates the data is the one that minimizes�(w) = 12 k w k2 (3)The solution to the optimization problem of (3) under the onstraints of (1)is given by the saddle point of the Lagrange funtional,L(w; b; �) = 12 k w k2 � lXi=1 �i fyi [(w � xi) + b℄� 1g (4)where �i are the Lagrange multipliers. The Lagrangian has to be minimizedwith respet to w, b and maximized with respet to �i � 0. Classial La-grangian duality enables the primal problem (4) to be transformed to its dualproblem, whih is easier to solve. The dual problem is given by,max� W (�) = max� �minw;b L(w; b; �)� (5)The solution to the dual problem is given by,� = argmin� lXi=1 �i � 12 lXi=1 lXj=1�i�jyiyjxi � xj (6)with onstraints, �i � 0; i = 1; : : : ; l (7)lXi=1 �iyi = 0 (8)5



Solving Equation (6) with onstraints (7) and (8) determines the Lagrangemultipliers, and the OSH is given by,w = lXi=1 �iyixi (9)b = yj �w � xj (10)where xj is one of the support vetors, and yj = 1 or �1.For a new data point x, the lassi�ation is then,f(x) = sign (w � x + b) (11)So far the disussion has been restrited to the ase where the training datais linearly separable. To generalize the OSH to the non-separable ase, slakvariables �i are introdued [3℄. Hene the onstraints of (1) are modi�ed asyi [(w � xi) + b℄ � 1� �i; �i � 0; i = 1; : : : ; l (12)The generalized OSH is determined by minimizing,�(w; �) = 12 k w k2 +C lXi=1 �i (13)(where C is a given value) subjet to the onstraints of (12).This optimization problem an also be transformed to its dual problem, andthe solution is, � = argmin� lXi=1 �i � 12 lXi=1 lXj=1�i�jyiyjxi � xj (14)with onstraints, 0 � �i � C; i = 1; : : : ; l (15)lXi=1 �iyi = 0 (16)The solution to this minimization problem is idential to the separable aseexept for a modi�ation of the bounds of the Lagrange multipliers.6



The linear lassi�er is used in this work, and we refer to [21℄ for the non-linearSVM.2.2 Multi-lass Reognition using SVMs with Binary TreeA multi-lass pattern reognition system an be obtained based on the di-hotomy SVMs. Usually there are two shemes for this purpose [21℄: (1) theone-against-all strategy to lassify between eah lass and all the remaining;(2) the one-against-one strategy to lassify between eah pair. While the for-mer often leads to ambiguous lassi�ation [14℄, we adopt the latter one forour multi-lass fae reognition problem.We propose to onstrut a bottom-up binary tree for lassi�ation. Supposethere are eight lasses in the data set, the deision tree is shown in Fig. 2, wherethe numbers 1 to 8 enode the lasses. Note that the numbers enoding thelasses are arbitrary without any means of ordering. By omparison betweeneah pair, one lass number is hosen representing the \winner" of the urrenttwo lasses. The seleted lasses (from the lowest level of the binary tree) willome to the upper level for another round of tests. Finally, a unique lass willappear on the top of the tree.
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Fig. 2. The binary tree struture for 8 lasses fae reognition. For a oming testfae, it is ompared with eah two pairs, and the winner will be tested in an upperlevel until the top of the tree. The numbers 1-8 enode the lasses.When  does not equal to the power of 2, we deompose it as:  = 2n1 +2n2 + : : : + 2nI , where n1 � n2 � : : : � nI . Beause any natural number(even or odd) an be deomposed into �nite positive integers whih are thepower of 2. If  is an odd number, nI = 0; if  is even, nI > 0. Note thatthe deomposition is not unique. After the deomposition, the reognition isexeuted in eah binary tree, and then the output lasses of these binary treesare used again to onstrut another binary tree. Suh proess is iterated untilonly one output is resulted.The SVMs learn (�1)2 disrimination funtions in the training stage, and arryout � 1 omparisons under the �xed binary tree struture.7



The onstrution of the binary deision trees has some similarity to the \tennistournament" proposed by Pontil and Verri [14℄. However, they assume just 2Kplayers, and selet 32 = 25 objets from 100 in the COIL database [11℄. Theydid not give a general de�nition of the test proess and address the problemwhen the number of objets is arbitrary.3 The SVMs Based Fae ReognitionIn previous Setion, we present the SVMs based multi-lass reognition sheme.Now, the detailed proess of our fae reognition algorithm is desribed, whihonsists of two phases as follows.3.1 Training the SystemThe training proess is shown in Fig. 3, whih onsists of the following steps.
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Fig. 3. The training framework of the fae reognition system.3.1.1 Feature Extration by PCAFirstly, the prinipal omponents analysis (PCA) is performed to extrat theeigen vetors or Eigenfaes [19℄ of the training fae images. These Eigenfaes8



are also used in the test stage. The alulation of Eigenfaes are given inAppendix A.The training fae images are projeted onto these Eigenfaes through the al-ulation of dot produts. The projetion oeÆients are taken as the featuresto disriminate from di�erent individuals.Then, the projetion oeÆients are normalized byx0i = (xi � �i)=�i (17)where xi is the projetion oeÆients of dimension i, �i and �i are the meanand standard deviation along feature dimension i. The normalization is indis-pensable for the SVMs algorithm.3.1.2 Training the SVMsIn the above steps, features are extrated in an unsupervised manner. For theSVMs learning, the lass information of the training samples are inorporated.After learning, all the disrimination funtions between eah pair of lasses areobtained, whih are represented by several support vetors together with theirombination oeÆients.For a given database, the number of lasses or individuals determines thenumber of leaves of the binary tree. The lass labels are �xed in the binarytree leaves.3.2 ReognitionThe SVMs based multi-lass fae reognition has three steps, as shown in Fig.4.Firstly, an inoming fae image is projeted onto the Eigenfaes learned in thetraining stage. The projetion oeÆients are used as the feature vetors ofthe new fae.Then, the projetion oeÆients are normalized using Eqn. (17), and the mean�i and standard deviation �i are obtained from the training samples.The normalized projetion oeÆients of the inoming fae go through thebinary tree from the bottom upwards. A winner lass label between a pair(two hildren of a node) goes up one level in the tree. After several rounds ofpairwise omparison, a unique lass label appears on the top of the tree.9
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ClassFig. 4. The framework of the fae reognition system.4 Experimental ResultsThe SVMs based fae reognition is evaluated on two fae databases. One ison the Cambridge ORL fae database of 400 images of 40 individuals, on-taining quite a high degree of variability in expression, pose, and faial details.The other is on a larger fae database of 1079 images of 137 individuals. Theperformane of the SVMs based fae reognition is ompared with other algo-rithms to show its suess. We selet two approahes for omparison: 1) thestandard eigenfae approah beause of its popularity; 2) the nearest featureline (NFL) method beause it has reported a very high reognition aurayon faes more reently.4.1 Fae Reognition on the ORL DatabaseThe �rst experiment is performed on the Cambridge ORL fae database, whihontains 40 distint persons. Eah person has ten di�erent images, taken atdi�erent times. Four individuals (in four rows) of the ORL fae images areshown in Fig. 5. There are variations in faial expressions suh as open/losedeyes, smiling/nonsmiling, and faial details suh as glasses/no glasses. All theimages were taken against a dark homogeneous bakground with the subjetsin an up-right, and largely frontal position, with tolerane for some side move-ments. There are also some variations in sale.In our fae reognition experiments on the ORL database, we selet 200 sam-ples (5 for eah individual) randomly as the training set, from whih we al-ulate the eigenfaes and train the support vetor mahines (SVMs). Theremaining 200 samples are used as the test set. Suh proedures are repeatedfor four times, i.e., four runs, whih results in 4 groups of data. For eah group,10



Fig. 5. Four individuals (eah in one row) in the ORL fae database. There are 10images for eah person.we alulate the error rates versus the number of eigenfaes (from 10-100). Fig.6 shows the results of the average of four runs. For omparison, we show theresults of SVM and NC, whih is used in the standard eigenfae approah [19℄,in the same �gure. It is obvious that the error rates of SVM is muh lowerthan that of NC. The average minimum error rate of SVM is 3:0%, while theNC is 5:25%. If we hoose the best results among the four groups, the lowesterror rate of the SVMs an ahieve 1:5%.We also ompare the SVMs based reognition with the reent proposed algo-rithm, alled nearest feature line (NFL) [10℄ (see Appendix B for the algorithmdesription) in the same data of four runs in Fig. 6. The results of NFL andSVM are muh lose, and the SVM gives lower error rates.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of error rates versus the number of eigenfaes of the standardNC, NFL and SVM algorithms on the ORL fae database.4.2 Comparison with Previous Reported Results on ORLSeveral approahes have worked for fae reognition using the ORL database.In [16℄, a hidden Markov model (HMM) based approah is used, and the bestmodel resulted in a 13% error rate. Later, Samaria extends the top-down HMM11



[16℄ with pseudo two-dimensional HMMs [17℄, and the error rate redues to 5%.Lawrene et al [9℄ takes the onvolutional neural network (CNN) approah forthe lassi�ation of ORL database, and the best error rate reported is 3:83%(inthe average of three runs). The nearest feature line (NFL) algorithm in [10℄reported the minimum error rate of 3:125% (in the average of four runs) inthe ORL fae database.All the best results delivered by these approahes on the ORL fae databaseare shown in Table 1. It is obvious that the minimum error rate of 3:0% basedon the SVMs is lower than the reported 3:83% of CNN [9℄ and 3:125% of NFL[10℄.Table 1Error rates of di�erent fae reognition algorithms reported on the ORL faedatabase.Reognition Algorithm NC HMM CNN NFL SVMError rate 5.25% 5% 3.83% 3.125% 3.0%4.3 Fae Reognition on a Larger Compound DatabaseThe seond experiment is performed on a ompound data set of 1079 faeimages of 137 persons, whih onsists of �ve databases:(1). The Cambridge ORL fae database desribed previously. (2). The Berndatabase ontains frontal views of 30 persons. (3). The Yale database ontains15 persons. For eah person, ten of its 11 frontal view images are randomlyseleted. (4). Five persons are seleted from the Harvard database. (5). Sinemost images in the above databases are from Cauasians, we have onstruteda database of our own, omposed of 179 frontal views of 47 Chinese students,eah person having three or four images taken at di�erent faial expression,viewpoints and faial details.A subset of the ompound data set is used as the training set for omput-ing the eigenfaes, and learning the disrimination funtions by SVMs. It isomposed of 544 images: �ve images per person are randomly hosen from theCambridge, Bern, Yale, and Harvard databases, and two images per personare randomly hosen from our own database. The remaining 535 images areused as the test set.In this experiment, the number of lasses  = 137, and the SVMs basedmethods are trained for (�1)2 = 18632 pairs. To onstrut the binary trees for12



testing, we deompose 137 = 32 + 32 + 32 + 32 + 8 + 1. So we have 4 binarytrees eah with 32 leaves, denoted as T1, T2, T3, and T4, respetively, and onebinary tree with 8 leaves, denoted as T5, and one lass is left, oded as l. The4 lasses appear at the top of T1, T2, T3, and T4 are used to onstrut another4-leaf binary tree T6. The outputs of T5 and T6 onstrut a 2-leaf binary treeT7. Finally, the output of T7 and the left lass l will onstrut another 2-leaftree T8. The true lass will appear at the top of T8.For eah query, the SVMs based approah need testing for 136 times. Althoughthe number of omparisons seems high, the proess is fast, sine eah test justomputes several inner produts and then uses only the sign.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of error rates versus the number of eigenfaes of the standardNC, NFL, and SVM algorithms on the ompound fae database.The SVMs based reognition is ompared with the standard eigenfae method[19℄ whih takes the nearest enter (NC) lassi�ation riterion, and also theNFL method. All approahes start with the eigenfae features, but di�erent inthe lassi�ation algorithm. The error rates are alulated as the funtion ofthe number of eigenfaes, i.e., the feature dimensions. The results are shownin Fig. 7. The minimum error rate of eah algorithm is shown in Table 2,where the 8:79% of the SVM is muh better than the 15:14% of NC, and alsothe 9:72% of NFL.Table 2Comparison of di�erent fae reognition algorithms performed on the ompoundfae database. Reognition Algorithm NC NFL SVMMinimum Error rate 15.14% 9.72% 8.79%13



5 ConlusionsWe have developed a multi-lass reognition strategy for the use of onven-tional bipartite SVMs to solve the fae reognition problem. The new reog-nition strategy extends the apability of a traditional bipartite frameworkto the solving of multi-lass problems. We have presented the fae reogni-tion experiments using linear support vetor mahines with the new strategy.Experimental results show that the SVMs an be e�etively trained for faereognition. As shown in the omparison with the standard eigenfae approahand the NFL, the use of SVMs an ahieve high auray for fae reognition.Appendix A. EigenfaesThe eigenfaes are a set of orthonormal basis vetors omputed from a olle-tion of training fae images. They provide a basis of low dimensional represen-tation of the fae images and are optimal in the sense of minimummean-squareerror [18℄ [19℄. Denote the training set of N fae images by fz1; z2; : : : ; zNg.The PCA is applied to the set of training images to �nd the N eigenvetorsof the ovariane matrix 1N PNn=1(zn � �z)(zn � �z)T where �z = 1N PNn=1 zn isthe average of the ensemble. The eigenvalues of th e ovariane matrix arealulated. Let �k be the eigenvetor orresponding to the k-th largest eigen-value. The �rst N 0 (� N) orthonormal vetors �1; : : : ; �N 0 form a basis of aneigenfae spae.Eigenfae based lassi�ation is performed in two stages: (i) Eigen-featureextration. Eah training fae image zn is projeted into the eigenfae spaeas a point xn = �T (zn��z) where � = [�1; : : : ; �N 0℄, and is used as a prototypefeature point. Given a query fae image z to be lassi�ed, its projetion intothe eigenfae spae is alulated as x = �T (z � �z). (ii) Classi�ation basedon the eigen-feature vetors. The simplest lassi�ation method is based onthe Eulidean distane d(x;xn). In [19℄, the nearest enter lassi�ation (NC)riterion is used in whih a lass is represented by the enter of the xn'sbelonging to that lass, and the lassi�ation is based on the distane from xto eah lass enter.Appendix B. Nearest Feature Line AlgorithmThe straight line passing through two points x1 and x2 of the same lass,denoted x1x2, is alled a feature line (FL) of that lass. The query feature14
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